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Abstract. The Cadmium Zinc Telluride Imager on AstroSat has proven to be a very effective all-sky monitor in
the hard X-ray regime, detecting over three hundred GRBs and putting highly competitive upper limits on X-ray
emissions from gravitational wave sources and fast radio bursts. We present the algorithms used for searching for
such transient sources in CZTI data, and for calculating upper limits in case of non-detections. We introduce CIFT:
the CZTI Interface for Fast Transients, a framework used to streamline these processes. We present details of 88
new GRBs detected by this framework that were previously not detected in CZTI.
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1. Introduction

The Cadmium Zinc Telluride Imager (CZTI) on As-
troSat is a high-energy (20–200 keV) coded aper-
ture mask instrument with a 4.6◦×4.6◦ field of view
(Bhalerao et al., 2017b; Singh et al., 2014). The col-
limators and support structure of CZTI become in-
creasingly transparent to radiation at energies above
∼100 keV, making it sensitive to sources all over the
sky. As there are very few bright sources in this energy
range, the net contribution of off-axis sources is small
and simply manifests itself as a slightly elevated back-
ground.

A special exception to this are bright, short-
duration transient sources like gamma ray bursts
(GRBs). GRBs with their high brightness and short
durations (seconds to minutes) manifest themselves as
an increase in the count rates in CZTI. Starting from
the first GRB detection on the day the instrument was
powered on (GRB 151006A; Bhalerao et al., 2015; Rao
et al., 2016) CZTI has detected 325 GRBs in the five
years since launch. On the other hand, the lack of a
measurable change in count rates corresponding to a
transient event can be mapped to an upper limit on the
flux of the transient. With this technique, we have ob-
tained stringent upper limits on X-ray emission from
Fast Radio Bursts (Anumarlapudi et al., 2020), as well

as from gravitational wave sources (Bhalerao et al.,
2017a).

In this paper, we describe the methods used for
searching for such sources (called fast transients here-
after). In §2. we discuss the pre-processing of data
for our searches. In §3. we discuss the search for
“known” transients, where the time and possibly loca-
tion are known from other sources. We also discuss
methods for putting upper limits on the flux from such
transients in case they are not detected in data. In §4.
we discuss in detail the algorithms, software, and the
interface developed for searching for transients in all of
CZTI data. In §5. we discuss the performance of our
software, and present the 88 transients detected in our
searches. We conclude by discussing future improve-
ments in §6..

2. Preparing the data

The CZTI data reduction pipeline1 is designed for
imaging and spectroscopy of sources in the primary
field of view. There are two particular operations in the
pipeline that are detrimental to the search and analysis

1CZTI pipeline: http://astrosat-ssc.iucaa.in/?q=cztiData
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of fast transients. First, the pipeline discards data from
time intervals when the on-axis source being targeted
by AstroSat is occulted behind earth — though CZTI
might still detect fast transients that are located else-
where in the sky. Second, sections of data where the
count rates in detectors rise above a certain value are
discarded as noisy: thus suppressing bright transients.
For fast transient searches, we overcome these issues
by changing a few pipeline parameters — thus ensur-
ing that final data products are still compatible with
any post-processing software. We follow the standard
procedure to obtain Level-2 “bunch cleaned” data cre-
ated by cztbunchclean. Next, when selecting good
time intervals with cztgtigen, we change the con-
fig file mkfThresholds.txt to remove the earth oc-
cult condition (the ELV parameter), which would have
discarded data when the on-axis target was occulted
by the earth.The next stage is to reject noisy sections
of data using cztpixclean. The default settings of
cztpixclean discard intervals where a single pixel
has more than 2 counts per second, or where a mod-
ule has more than 35 counts per second. To ensure
that this step does not discard bright transients, we
raise the detector count threshold to 1000 and the pixel
count threshold to 100. Finally, we run cztevtclean
to obtain cleaned event files. Since our processing
is done independently for each quadrant, we use the
quad clean.evt files.

The next stage is to create light curves for each
quadrant. Here we have to carefully correct for vari-
ous sources of dead time in the instrument: for instance
quadrant-level dead time (0.3 s dead time for collecting
housekeeping data every 100 s), and module-wise dead
time (arising from discarding particle–induced photon
bunches). We use the pipeline module cztbindata to
consider all these factors to correctly calculate the dead
time for each time bin used. For certain searches, we
also limit select the photon energy ranges in this step.

The final step in data preparation is to remove the
orbit-induced trends in the background. As AstroSat
is in low earth orbit, the satellite sees a variable back-
ground count rate over different parts of the earth, ris-
ing near the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). We see
that the background variations are relatively smooth,
over timescales of hundreds of seconds. But, if a tran-
sient event were to evolve on comparable or longer
timescales, we would not be able to distinguish it from
background variations. Fortuitously, most transients of
interest have timescales of tens of seconds or shorter.
Hence, we can fit a smooth trend to the data and sub-
tract it, effectively making the data “background-free”
and greatly simplifying the task of transient detection.
We have tested two methods for de-trending the data:
in the first method, the trend is estimated by using a

running median filter of 100 second width. In the sec-
ond method, we estimate the background using a sec-
ond order Savitzky-Golay (savgol) filter of 100 second
width (for details see Anumarlapudi et al., 2020). Both
trend estimates work well, and hence both are coded
into our software. In preliminary testing, the savgol fil-
ter yielded better results for transient searches, hence it
is set as the default filter.

3. Triggered searches

In CZTI data analysis, searches for fast transients are
broadly categorised into two types: “Triggered” and
“blind”. Triggered searches are cases where the time
of a transient, and possibly its position, are already
known. For such cases, a qualitative search is carried
out by pre-processing the data followed by visual ex-
amination. Blind searches, that are more quantitative,
are discussed in §4..

3.1 Method

Triggered searches start with pre-processing the data as
discussed in §2., up to the creation of cleaned event
files. We then create “spectrograms” or “time-energy
plots”: two dimensional histograms of the event data,
and visually examine them for the transient (Figure 1a).
By default, the energy axis is binned in 10 keV bins
from 20–200 keV. Searches are carried out by binning
the time axis in 0.1 s, 1 s, and 10 s bins. We also calcu-
late two further variants of this spectrogram to aid vi-
sual searches: we calculate the mean spectrum and sub-
tract it from each time bin, thus highlighting any tran-
sient variations (Figure 1b). In the third step, we take
these mean-subtracted spectrograms and normalise the
light curve in each energy bin by its standard deviation
(Figure 1c). This de-weights noisy energy bands, and
gives a rough idea of the statistical significance of any
transient.

Light curves from a single quadrant occasionally
show noise spikes which look similar to astrophysical
transients. These events — often caused by charged
particles or electronic noise — typically occur at low
energies (. 50 keV). Since the four quadrants of
CZTI are electronically independent, the electronic
noise events are always caused in just a single quad-
rant. Such noise candidates are readily rejected by re-
quiring that any transient is considered “detected” only
if it is detected across multiple energy bins, and seen
in more than one of the four independent quadrants
of CZTI. Track-like events created by charged parti-
cles can sometimes be simultaneously seen in multi-
ple quadrants. Such cases are always of short duration
(< 1 s), and can be discarded based on their track-like
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count distributions in the detector plane. Overall, four
quadrant detections of transients are most unambigu-
ous, but detections coincident in three or two quadrants
are also considered acceptable if they pass the above
cuts, are bright and broadband.

CZTI also has Caesium Iodide scintillators as anti-
coincidence “veto” detectors, to reject particle events.
Veto detector spectra are sampled once per second, and
downlinked along with CZT data. We generate similar
spectrograms and light curves for veto data and repeat
the transient search. Since data are intrinsically binned
at 1 s, the default searches are carried out only at 1 s
and 10 s timescales.

These searches are typically run by the Payload Op-
erations Centre (POC) at IUCAA. Transients detected
thus are reported in GCN circulars (for instance Gupta
et al., 2020; Bhalerao et al., 2016, etc) and announced
on the CZTI GRB page at http://astrosat.iucaa.
in/czti/?q=grb, along with the associated spectro-
grams.

3.2 Transient properties

For every detected transient, we estimate its duration
(T90), peak rate (Rp) above background (Rb), and the
total counts (Ctot). We create a combined 20–200 keV
light curve from all quadrants that show a clear detec-
tion of the transient. “Pre-transient” and “Post tran-
sient” sections of the light curve are visually identified,
and the background is estimated by fitting a quadratic to
these. The best-fit quadratic is subtracted from the data
to obtain a background-free light curve, and counts are
summed to create a cumulative light curve. The post-
transient part of this curve gives a measure of the total
counts in the transient. The time taken for the cumu-
lative curve to rise from 5% to 95% of the total counts
is the T90 duration of the transient (Figure 2). These
details are included in the published GCN circulars.

To estimate the uncertainty in (t90), we generate
5000 new instances of the combined light curve, by as-
suming that the data follow a Poisson distribution with
the rate parameter equal to observed counts. The pro-
cess is repeated for each of the simulated light curves,
and standard deviation of all the t90 duration of param-
eters are reported as error bars (Figure 2d).

3.3 Count rate limits for non-detections

In cases where no transient is seen, we can place up-
per limits on the maximum counts received from the
transient that would be consistent with noise. Since
the mean background level varies through the orbit, we
cannot use a direct rate. Instead, we de-trend the data
as discussed in §2.. In addition, due to the noise spikes
discussed in §3.1, the distribution of count rates devi-

ates significantly from a simple Poisson or Normal dis-
tribution. In particular, there is a large tail of positive
counts with respect to the mean rate which can mimic
transient signals. To overcome this hurdle of an unmod-
eled count rate distribution, we estimate the upper lim-
its (hereafter referred to as cutoff rates) using data from
nearby orbits. The method is based on the assumption
that the rate of astrophysical transients detectable by
CZTI is low enough that nearby orbits are unlikely to
have a large number of transients.

We first decide the width of the window used for
transient search, say tw = 100 s, and an acceptable false
alarm rate (FAR, F ). We typically set F = 0.1 for a
single quadrant. Since we place limits using data from
all four independent quadrants, the combined FAR is
10−4. We now need to find a “cut-off rate” Rc such
that the probability of this threshold being crossed by
chance in tw is F . To calculate Rc, we select five or-
bits before and after the transient (excluding the orbit
containing the transient) as “witness” orbits. We create
light curves for these orbits using the same time bin as
used in the original analysis, then de-trend them, and
create histograms of the de-trended counts. Rc is de-
fined as the point such that a fraction F of the data
points have counts > Rc. A typical orbit has 4000 s-
5000 s of usable data, so that analysis of ten orbits with
parameters F = 0.1 and tw = 100 s ensure that 40-50
data points are above Rc. This makes the method ro-
bust to the presence of another transient in the witness
orbits.

There are some caveats to be noted here. Occasion-
ally, a quadrant can be extremely noisy in some orbit. If
the candidate transient is in such an orbit, that quadrant
is excluded from further analysis and there is a corre-
sponding decrease in the FAR (for instance Mate et al.,
2017; Marathe et al., 2019). Our false alarm rate esti-
mates are derived from the probability of getting counts
> Rc in each of the four quadrants anywhere in the tw
window. In practice, we consider something a detec-
tion only if such spikes in counts are coincident across
multiple quadrants, hence the actual FAR is even lower.

3.4 Flux calculations

Incident photons from off-axis transients are heavily
re-processed (scattering, absorption, fluorescence, etc)
by various satellite elements before they are incident
on the detector. Hence, the mapping of incident spec-
tra to measured spectra must be done by simulating
these effects in software. We accomplish this by us-
ing a GEANT4-based mass model of the entire satel-
lite (Mate et al., this volume). Since the effect of the
satellite varies with direction, the simulations require
knowledge of the source position in satellite coordi-
nates. For transients where the position is known, Chat-

http://astrosat.iucaa.in/czti/?q=grb
http://astrosat.iucaa.in/czti/?q=grb
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(a) Raw spectrogram
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(b) Mean-subtracted spectrogram
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(c) Normalised spectrogram

Figure 1: Spectrograms for Quadrant C data for GRB 200306A, utilised in visual inspection of transient candidates
(§3.1). Panel a: the upper left frame shows raw data, binned in 1 s and 10 keV bins along the X and Y axes
respectively. The upper right frame shows the spectrum, obtained by summing the spectrogram along the X axis.
The lower left frame shows the light curve, obtained by summing the spectrogram along the Y axis. The lower
right frame shows the distribution of count rates in the light curve. Panel b: mean-subtracted spectrogram, obtained
by subtracting the average spectrum from each time bin. The four frames are analogous to panel a. Panel c: mean
subtracted and sigma-normalised spectrogram. Note that the transient is brightest at the lowest energy bins (Panel
a), but since those energies also have a higher sigma, the transient is statistically most significant around 60 keV
(Panel c).

topadhyay et al (this volume) discuss a method of esti-
mating the source spectrum and flux from CZTI data.

While methods for calculating the source spectrum
are still under development, we have found that source
flux calculations based on the mass model are quite reli-
able if the source spectrum is known from other instru-
ments. We leverage this by assuming a power-law or
band model spectrum for sources, and calculating the
flux corresponding to the number of counts in a quad-
rant. The total flux from the source is the sum of fluxes
in all four quadrants.

For certain transients, most notably gravitational
wave events, the source location is not known pre-
cisely. Instead, discovery teams provide a sky-map with
the source position probability distribution. For such
sources, we evaluate the flux limit at each point on the
sky map that is not occulted by the Earth at the instant
of the transient. The overall flux limit is evaluated as a
probability-weighted mean of these values (for instance
see Shenoy et al., 2020).

4. Blind searches for transients

The triggered searches are complemented by a broad
“blind” search over all of CZTI data to identify astro-
physical transients. We have two pipelines for such
searches — a pipeline based on machine learning (ML)
(Abraham et al., 2019) and the CIFT2: the CZTI In-

2CIFT is pronounced as sift.

terface for Fast Transients. In this section, we discuss
CIFT in detail.

The broad outline for the CIFT searches is as fol-
lows: First, data are reduced and de-trended as dis-
cussed in §2.. Various algorithms are used to identify
outliers in light curves. These outliers are used to cre-
ate ‘peak maps’ to identify candidate transients in data.
Flagged candidates are displayed on an interface for hu-
man vetting. They undergo similar quality checks and
inspection as discussed in §3., and final selected tran-
sients are saved in a database.

4.1 Preparing the data

CZTI Level 2 bunch cleaned files are organised into
‘Obs-ID’s which have all the data taken during obser-
vations of any particular object requested by an ob-
server. We undertake most of our searches Obs-ID
wise, thus typically processing a few to a dozen orbits
at a time. We see that noise events are more frequent in
lower energies, while data are cleanest at higher ener-
gies. To leverage this factor, we divide CZTI data into
three energy bands: 20–50 keV, for 50–100 keV, and
100–200 keV. For all three bands, we process the data
following steps from §2., and create de-trended light
curves with 0.1 s, 1 s, and 10 s bins. We also use a
0.01 s binning when searching for counterparts to fast
radio bursts. We use the entire energy range for the Veto
detector, and create light curves at 1 s and 10 s binning.

Thus, we generally create 36 light curves for CZTI
data (3 time bins × 3 energy bands × 4 quadrants) and
8 light curves for Veto data (2 time bins × 4 quad-
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(b) De-trended light curve
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Figure 2: Calculation of transient properties, illustrated with the light curve of GRB 200306A. Panel a: The raw
20–200 keV light curve summed across four quadrants, with the transient region marked in green. An initial
background trend (orange) is fit to the background outside the transient region, and refined (purple) with sigma-
clipping outlier rejection. Outliers are marked with red circles. The mean value of the refined trend is reported
as the background count rate, Rb. Panel b: De-trended light curve obtained by subtracting the background trend.
The peak count rate (Rp) and total counts (Ctot) are measured from this de-trended light curve. Panel c: A
cumulative light curve calculated from b, normalised such that the median pre– and post–transient values are 0
and 1 respectively. Dashed lines indicate the points where data cross the 5% and 95% levels, which is used to
calculate T90. Panel d: multiple light curves are generated from a by assuming Poisson noise distribution, and the
four parameters are measured for each of these. The four frames, clockwise from upper left, show distributions
of Rb, Rp, T90, and Ctot obtained from these light curves. These distributions are used to define 90% confidence
error bars for the parameters actually measured in b and c. For GRB 200306A, we get Rb = 495+4

−3 counts s−1,
Rp = 289+51

−19 counts s−1, T90 = 32+4
−7 s, and Ctot = 5444+449

−1023 counts
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rants) per Obs-ID. We run a search algorithm on each
light curve to identify outliers and create ‘peak maps’:
boolean masks with value 1 for time bins containing the
outliers, and 0 elsewhere. The twelve CZTI peak maps
are added together, and any bin with a mask value of
four or higher is flagged as a candidate transient. Sim-
ilarly, the four veto masks are combined and bins with
mask value ≥ 3 are flagged as candidate transients.
Next, we discuss the three outlier search algorithms
currently implemented in CIFT.

4.2 Top-N

The Top-N (TN) algorithm is based on a simple heuris-
tic: a transient is expected to have among the highest
count rates seen in a given light curve. We identify the
brightest N bins in a light curve and flag them as out-
liers for the peak map.

While testing this algorithm, we obtained better re-
sults if the searches were carried out one orbit at a time
(as opposed to Obs-ID wise searches for other algo-
rithms). By varying values of N, we obtained the best
results for N = 3.

4.3 N-sigma

The N-sigma (NS) algorithm is a straightforward
statistics-based method to select outliers in a time
series. We identify outliers by using iterative
sigma clipping as implemented in the Astropy
sigma clipped stats module. Starting with a de-
trended light curve, we calculate the median and stan-
dard deviation (σ) values, and reject outliers that devi-
ate more than 3σ from the median. The process is re-
peated with the new light curve until convergence is at-
tained, subject to a maximum cap of five iterations. The
mean value µ and the standard deviation σ of the final
iteration become the key parameters of algorithm. Us-
ing these values, outliers are defined as data points with
counts > µ+Nσ, where our default value is N = 5. The
typical thresholds for flagging these outliers for various
time bins, energy bands, and both detector types are
given in Table 1. These values were calculated from
data of entire five years of the search. We reiterate that
the namesake N of this method is used only in identify-
ing outliers for the peak map, while the iterative sigma
estimation is always done at a three-sigma level.

4.4 Cutoffs based on False Alarm Rate

The cutoff rate based search (CR) algorithm aims at at-
taining a given False Alarm Rate (FAR) for candidate
transients. Cutoff rates are determined following the
procedure discussed in §3.3, with one important dis-
tinction. In §3.3, we assumed the presence of transient-
free data of an order of magnitude larger duration than

Method Binning Band-wise cutoff

(s) 0 1 2

CZTI

0.1 1954 488 428
Cutoff rate 1.0 263 107 102

10.0 28 22 22

0.1 396 410 407
NSigma 1.0 137 133 131

10.0 41 38 38

Method Binning Combined
(s) cutoffs

VETO

Cutoff rate 1.0 319
10.0 690

NSigma 1.0 394
10.0 1150

Table 1: Combined cut-offs for Cutoff rate and NSigma
methods for each binning and band. These representa-
tive rates were calculated by using all the the five years
of data used in this study. Note that rates are in units of
counts/sec, not counts per bin.

the timespan of interest. Since CIFT searches are meant
to be conducted over all available data, this requirement
clearly cannot be met. Instead, we set our FAR thresh-
old based on the expected rates of transients, in partic-
ular, GRBs.

The rate of detectable GRBs is a function of instru-
ment sensitivity, energy range, and field of view. As
a baseline, we note that on average Fermi GBM de-
tects a GRB every 1.5 days (von Kienlin et al., 2020),
while the BAT on the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory
averages one GRB every four days (Lien et al., 2016).
Based on these we stipulate a rough upper bound of the
rate of GRBs detectable by CZTI as 0.5 GRBs per day3.
We then stipulate that only 1% of our GRBs may be
false alarms (FAR = 0.01), corresponding to one false
alarm every 200 days.

To arrive at an approximate solution for the FAR
criterion, we consider the case of searching for a GRB
with 1 s duration in light curves with 1 s binning. In
this scenario, our False Alarm requirement of 1 per
200 days maps to one false alarm in 1.728 × 107 bins.
Since most basic acceptance criterion is coincident de-
tection in two or more independent quadrants, each

3We note that the subsequent arguments become stronger if the ac-
tual detected rate is lower as was expected. After completing the
search, indeed we found a much lower GRB rate.
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quadrant can have one false alarm in
√

17280000 time
bins, or 4156 s. This is a significant fraction of an or-
bit, and hence the robust estimation of Rc requires data
from several orbits. Decreasing the time bin size in-
creases the number of samples in the light curve, and
owing to the random underlying process, makes out-
liers more likely. To correct for this, we change our
cutoff rate requirements based on the bin size tbin: Rc is
selected such that a fraction 0.01× (tbin/4156 s) of bins
have a count rate > Rc.

We note that this is a highly simplified argument,
which ignores the 12 light curves we make for every
time bin and the > 4 peak map condition. It also ignores
the small effect of presence of transients in our “wit-
ness” data sets. However, it serves as a good approx-
imate argument for selecting our Rc thresholds from
data.

The typical thresholds for flagging these outliers
for various time bins, energy bands, and both detec-
tor types are given in Table 1. As in the NS method,
these representative rates shown in the table were cal-
culated all five years included in this work. Some spe-
cialised searches use the entire 20–200 keV range as a
single band. For such searches with 1 s binning, the
cutoff rates for the 4 quadrants are 79, 68, 68, and 69
counts/sec respectively. For searches with 10 s binning,
the rates drop to 10, 10, 10, and 12 counts/sec respec-
tively, corresponding to a total of 420 counts per 10 s
bin.

4.5 The CIFT interface

Once the peak maps have been created by any of the
three algorithms discussed above, we apply our can-
didate selection criteria of requiring ≥ 4 matches out
of 12 light curves for CZTI, and at least three matches
out of four veto light curves (§4.1). Candidate tran-
sients that meet this requirement are flagged as an
“event”, and entered into an SQL database. Certain
basic properties like like number of quadrants and en-
ergy bands an event was detected in, their significances,
rates above background, time since last SAA, time from
next SAA, etc are also calculated and stored in the
database. Events having the same trigger time (for
instance if they were detected by two different algo-
rithms) are grouped, and their corresponding event-IDs
are stored under a unique trigger-ID in a separate table.
Furthermore, the trigger-events which are within 100
seconds of each other are grouped into a “superevent”
and assigned a super-ID. These superevents are the final
transient candidates, ready for human inspection.

A separate program for plotting is run in parallel
which takes input a list of Obs-IDs and fetches all the
superevents in those Obs-IDs from the SQL database.
For each superevent, it plots detailed time energy his-

tograms, light curves and calculates T90 for each tem-
poral binning.

The CZTI Interface For Transients (CIFT) is a
Flask4-based interface with SQL database as back-end,
available to view the candidate transients (Figure 3).
The interface allows a human scanner to search all
superevents by Obs-ID which are displayed in a table
on a ‘scanning’ page (Figure 3b). The scanning page
has columns for Superevent-ID, trigger time, T90
in CZTI and Veto, number of sub-events, a column
displaying relevant statistics like background rate, peak
rate, number of quadrants the candidate was detected
in, etc. and a check-box option to discard multiple
superevents at once if bogus. Each superevent-ID
is linked to an inspect page (Figure 3c) which lists
all characteristics of the superevent, and of each
sub-events contained within it, along with several
lightcurves of different binning sizes for CZTI & Veto.
After inspection, a human scanner can tag the event
with custom tags, including “known”, “unknown”,
“ambiguous”, “SAA Tentacle”, etc. Superevents can
be searched and filtered by tags from the main page
(Figure 3a). The CIFT interface also has other features
like undertaking triggered searches and a front-end for
initiating data processing.

5. Results

We used our framework to search for GRBs in data
from 06 October 2015 when CZTI was first powered
on, till 10 October 2020 — spanning just over five years
of data. “Slew” Obs-IDs are relatively short data sets
acquired when AstroSat is slewing from one source to
another. These have been excluded from our search.
We detected a total of 348 transients in CZTI data by
using CIFT. Of these, 41 are GRBs or triggers previ-
ously reported by other missions but missed by POC
triggered searches or ML pipeline (§5.2), while 47 are
new discoveries (§5.3). In the same five-year span, trig-
gered searches and the ML pipeline have detected 325
GRBs, of which our searches recovered 260. Two of
these missed GRBs were in slew orbits. The reasons
for missing ∼20% GRBs are discussed in §5.5.

5.1 Performance

The processing code takes less than an hour to search
for transient candidates in one month of data (approx-
imately 130 GB). Creating diagnostic plots is a slower
process which is spawned in parallel, and takes 3–4

4https://pypi.org/project/Flask/
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(a) Main page

(b) Scanning page

(c) Inspection page

Figure 3: Screenshots of CIFT, showing functionality of various pages. Panel a: The screenshot of the home page
of CIFT, where the human scanner can input dates and the corresponding candidate tag which the scanner wants
to see, refer Section 4.5. This main page also allows the user to navigate to other functionalities of the interface
where one can add new tags, process the available unprocessed directories and access the diagnostics page, with
few clicks. Panel b: The SQL database displays all the candidates of the specified tag from all Obs-IDs contained
within the date range specified on the CIFT main page. Each candidate has a dedicated row where the Superevent-
ID, trigger time, t90 in both CZTI & Veto, number of sub-events are displayed along with relevant statistics
like background rate, peak rate, number of quadrants where the candidate was detected for quick reference of
the scanner. Each row also has a appropriate lightcurve thumbnail for both CZTI & Veto for visual inspection,
allowing the scanner to discard the very obvious bogus candidates from this page itself (with the help of discard
multiple option). This complete list of candidates is sorted in the ascending order of the Superevent-ID. Panel c:
Each candidate is linked to their inspection page which displays the break-down of all the computed characteristics
shown on the Scanning page. The inspection page also contains links to five different lightcurves for different
binnings of CZTI and Veto detectors. Based on the inspection of all these parameters and lightcurves, the scanner
can classify the candidate and tag the candidate with the appropriate tag.
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hours to complete. Users remotely connect to the http-
based interface for scanning the processed data. Visual
examination of candidates from a month of data takes a
few hours for an experienced user.

Figure 8 shows the break-up of transient detections
by the various algorithms. We see that most transients
are detected by all three algorithms, followed by de-
tections in both CS and TN. The TN method is solely
responsible for the detection of 15% of Veto transients.

Table 2 summarises the performance of all algo-
rithms. We see that there are a large number of false
alarms, particularly from the Veto detectors. This un-
derscores the need for human vetting of the candidate
superevents.

On an average, CIFT flags about 339 candidates per
month, adding up to 19628 candidates in 58 months of
data. For the months of April and May 2020, we low-
ered the thresholds to search for even faint bursts asso-
ciated with the outburst of the galactic magnetar / FRB
candidate SGR 1935+2154 (Mereghetti et al., 2020).
We selected the top 5 peaks in the TN method, and re-
quired a coincidence of just 2 bands out of 12 in CR
and NS methods. These reduced thresholds increased
the number of candidates by a factor of 4.3, giving 2936
candidates in just 2 months.

The most common type of false alarms comprised
of coincident detections in two Veto quadrants in just
a single second, with no discernible signal in adjacent
bins. These are most likely particle events, and are re-
jected. A closely associated class of veto false alarms
are events that have a very sharp rise and an exponential
decay: again a profile common for particle events. On
the other hand, Veto light curves of GRBs that are also
detected in CZT detectors show a wider variety. Hence
we decided to keep the coincidence threshold for veto
as 3 out of 4 quadrants at the expense of missing pos-
sible real transients, and this was the number discussed
at the start of §4..

Other large number of bogus detections include
false peaks near SAA due to bad de-trending or in-
adequate SAA masking which can be ruled out dur-
ing human vetting. In CZTI data, many false events
are caused by a single pixel, generating noise events at
all energies. Visual examination of the distribution of
counts in the detector helps to quickly dismiss these as
false positives. If the light curves are well-behaved with
no real transients or noise spikes, then the TN algorithm
often generates false positives by identifying “outliers”
that are completely consistent with background.

As human scanners gain more experience with the
pathologies of false alarms, we are working to improve
automatic rejection of such candidates.

5.2 Known transients

We detected 41 transients (referred as ‘Known’) that
had previously been reported by other instruments but
had not been identified in CZTI or Veto data (Fig-
ure 4). These transients were matched to earlier reports
in GCN Circulars5, Fermi GBM Burst Catalog6 and the
Fermi sub-threshold trigger lists7,8. Table 3 lists the key
properties of these transients: a superevent ID, standard
GRB name, trigger times (UTC), algorithms that de-
tected the transient in CZTI or Veto data, temporal bin-
ning used in analysis, and the peak time (AstroSat time,
measured as seconds since UT 2010-01-01 00:00:00).
We then list the calculated parameters: the duration
(T90), peak count rates above background, background
count rates and total counts across all quadrants. We
prefer using CZTI data to calculate these parameters.
Even when our algorithms find a transient only in Veto
detectors, we manually check if CZTI data can be used
for calculation for uniformity. We use Veto data to cal-
culate transient properties only if the transient is un-
seen in CZTI light curves. These cases are demarcated
clearly in Table 3.

5.3 CIFT discoveries

We discovered 47 new transients that have not been
reported by any instrument before. As in §5.2, we
show their light curves in Figure 5) and list proper-
ties in Table 4. Six of these transients have been pub-
lished already: GRB 180112B (Sharma et al., 2018),
GRB 190628B (Marathe et al., 2019), GRB 191102A
(Shenoy et al., 2019a), GRB 191105B (Shenoy et al.,
2019b), GRB 191119A (Shenoy et al., 2019c), and
GRB 200817B (Shenoy et al., 2020).

5.4 Properties of new transients

The new transients detected by CIFT (§5.2 and §5.3)
span a wide range of properties. The shortest transient
was GRB 200907A (T90 = 0.13 s), while the longest
was GRB 180809C with t90 of 290 sec. GRB 200510B
had the highest count rate above background (6461.6
count/s), while GRB 200906B had the lowest (53.7
count/s). Figure 6 shows the distributions of T90, peak
count rate, and total counts for the four classes of tran-
sients: (a) those reported in the past by CZTI POC, (b)
transients reported by POC which were also found by

5https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3_archive.html
6https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/

fermigbrst.html
7https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/fermi_gbm_subthresh_

archive.html
8https://gammaray.nsstc.nasa.gov/gbm/science/sgrb_

search.html

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3_archive.html
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermigbrst.html
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermigbrst.html
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/fermi_gbm_subthresh_archive.html
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/fermi_gbm_subthresh_archive.html
https://gammaray.nsstc.nasa.gov/gbm/science/sgrb_search.html
https://gammaray.nsstc.nasa.gov/gbm/science/sgrb_search.html
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Figure 4: The normalised lightcurves of GRBs detected by CIFT, that were reported by other instruments but had
not been identified in CZTI or Veto data (§5.2). Each GRB light curve is normalised and labeled with the GRB
name. Panel a shows normalised lightcurves for the GRBs detected in CZTI. The three sub-panels are with 0.1 s,
1 s and 10 s binning respectively, and each sub-panel is ordered by peak count rate above background, increasing
from top to bottom. Panel b shows the normalised lightcurves of GRBs that were detected only in Veto. These
are plotted with a 1 s binning, and are also ordered by peak count rate above background, increasing from top to
bottom.
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Figure 5: The normalised lightcurves of GRBs discovered by CIFT that have not been reported by any instrument
before 5.3. Each GRB light curve is normalised and labeled with the GRB name. Panel a shows normalised
lightcurves for the GRBs detected in CZTI. The three sub-panels are with 0.1 s, 1 s and 10 s binning respectively,
and each sub-panel is ordered by peak count rate above background, increasing from top to bottom. Panel b shows
the normalised lightcurves of GRBs that were detected only in Veto. These are plotted with a 1 s binning, and are
also ordered by peak count rate above background, increasing from top to bottom.
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(a) Distribution of T90 values of all CZTI GRBs.
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(b) Distribution of peak count rates of transients
in CZT detectors. Note that high peak rates are
often obtained for short duration transients anal-
ysed with 0.1 s binning.
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(c) Distribution of total counts in CZT detectors.

Figure 6: Comparing the distributions of the dura-
tion (T90), peak count rate, and total counts in three
search classes. Blue lines (“POC GRBs”) denote tran-
sients detected in regular triggered searches and ML
pipeline searches. Orange lines (“Common GRBs”)
denote the transients CIFT detected among the “POC
GRBs”. Green lines (“Known GRBs”) denote tran-
sients that have been reported by other instruments
(§5.2) but missed by POC searches or ML pipeline,
while red lines (“Discovered GRBs”) denote the new
transients discovered with CIFT.

CIFT, (c) CIFT-detected transients reported by other in-
struments, and (d) new CIFT discoveries. We observe
that all four classes have similar distributions of T90.
A notable difference is seen in the total counts: tran-
sients with higher number of total CZT counts tend to
be easily detected in regular triggered and ML searches.
Also, GRBs with low peak count rates are more likely
to be found in triggered searches undertaken by the
POC but missed by CIFT. Note that although the three
classes “POC-GRBs”, “Known GRBs”, and “New Dis-
covered” are mutually exclusive, the distributions over-
lap well at the faint end of the distribution.

5.5 Transients missed by CIFT

Sixty-five GRBs that were found in regular triggered
+ ML searches were missed in the blind search with
CIFT. Two of the missed GRBs were in AstroSat slew
orbits which were skipped while processing, as men-
tioned in §5.. We analysed the remaining cases to find
the reasons why these were missed. The most com-
mon reason for the missed GRBs was that the transients
were too faint in terms of their peak count rates. For in-
stance, Figure 7 shows the multi-quadrant, multi-band
light curves for GRB 190605A. Visually, it is clear that
the GRB is only weakly detected in all three search
bands in CZTI data. In order to quantify this further,
we calculated the count rates that would have been nec-
essary to flag a data point as an outlier in the peak maps
for this orbit. These rates for the CS method are shown
with dashed lines, while the 5-σ rates for NS are shown
with dotted lines. It is clearly seen that the transient is
well below these rates.

Such transients are rather easily confirmed by a hu-
man scanner inspecting the spectrogram and finding
similar patterns in multiple quadrants. For quantitative
analysis with say the CS method, the search window for
a triggered search is usually set to 100 s, much smaller
than the 4156 s window used in blind searches. This
results in a lower cutoff rate, and will make more such
fainter transients detectable in the current CIFT frame-
work. Similarly, a smaller search window enables low-
ering the NS threshold from 5-σ to 4-σ or 3-σ thanks
to the fewer data points present, thereby increasing the
odds of detecting fainter transients.

6. Conclusions and future work

CZTI has proven itself to be a sensitive transient de-
tector, but our searches had largely been limited to
triggered searches. The ML pipeline (Abraham et al.,
2019) was the first major step towards detection of new
transients with CZTI. The development of these algo-
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Algorithm Candidates Common with triggered
or ML searches Known transients New discoveries

CZTI
Cutoff rate 1290 206 16 30
NSigma 2082 164 7 19
TopN 4199 210 19 30

VETO
Cutoff rate 10375 191 24 29
NSigma 10625 178 18 23
TopN 13993 222 34 32

Total 22564 260 41 47

Table 2: Comparison of the three search algorithms running on CZTI and VETO for different classifications of
the candidates identified. The ‘Candidates’ column contains all potential transient candidates identified by our
pipeline. The ‘Common with triggered or ML searches’ column contains all GRBs that were originally detected
by triggered or ML searches on CZTI data. The ‘Known transients’ column contains all transients that had
previously been reported by other instruments but had not been identified in CZTI or Veto data. The column
‘Discoveries’ comprises of all transients that have not been reported by any instrument before. Common events in
various methods are shown in Figure 8.

rithms, software, and the CIFT interface provide us
with a powerful tool to extend our work further. Here,
we have demonstrated the utility of this tool with the
discovery of 89 new transients that had been missed by
previous searches, including 47 transients that had not
been detected by any mission to date. This brings the
total CZTI tally to ∼83 GRBs per year, comparable to
the ∼92 GRBs detected each year by Swift BAT (Lien
et al., 2016). The sensitivity of CZTI to GRBs is dis-
cussed further in Mate et al. (2020).

The CIFT framework is constantly evolving. It
has been designed to make it easy to incorporate new
features including search algorithms. We are working
on metrics to quantify the statistical significance of a
transient, so that we can lower the false alarm rate.
We have developed and tested a new search based on
Bayesian Blocks (BB; Scargle et al., 2012). We use the
astropy.stats.bayesian blocksmodule to obtain
block representations of de-trended light curves, and
search for blocks that are 3-σ outliers. These outliers
then form the peak maps discussed in §4.1, so the BB
search can easily be integrated into CIFT as a fourth
algorithm. Preliminary testing has shown promising
results with significantly lower false positive rates as
compared to other algorithms. We will now run the BB
search on the full data set.

Searches for fast transients also stand to bene-
fit from other developments in CZTI data process-
ing. New methods for rejecting noise from raw data
(Ratheesh et al., 2020) are improving the quality of

light curves. These promise to lower the cut-off rates
for CS by a factor of a few and will give a proportional
boost to the count rate sensitivity of CZTI. Another
notable change to be introduced is the non-removal
of veto-tagged events. The default CZTI pipeline at-
tributes coincident events between CZT and Veto de-
tectors to charged particles, and discards them. In case
of bright GRBs, large numbers of photons are incident
both on CZT and Veto detectors, greatly increasing the
chance coincidence rates. Since these are real GRB
photons which should not be discarded, future CIFT-
based searches will disable Veto-event filtering.

We have also added functionality to undertake spe-
cialised searches for X-ray counterparts to Fast Radio
Bursts (FRBs) and Gravitational Wave (GW) sources.
We are using CIFT to search for bursts from the mag-
netar source SGR 1935+2154, the first galactic FRB
(Raman et al., in prep.). We have also incorporated
the ability to process GW localisation maps to calcu-
late direction-dependent sensitivity. These features will
streamline and boost the effort to search for X-ray coun-
terparts to GW sources from the third observing run of
advanced gravitational wave detectors (Abbott et al.,
2020).
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Table 3: The table contains the calculated parameters for all ‘Known GRBs’, which are the GRBs that had previ-
ously been reported by other instruments but had not been identified in CZTI or Veto data. The table is divided
into three parts classified by what detector was used to detect (‘Detected’) and compute the parameters (‘Anal-
ysed’) given in the table. The column ‘SuperID’ gives the name of the superevent identified by the pipeline. The
column ‘GRB Name’ contains the published name of the GRB, linked to the GRB report (more details in 5.2).
Several of these entries in the ‘GRB Name’ column have a mark against their names, which gives the information
on which quadrants were used for calculating the other parameters for that GRB. If there is no mark, then all
four quadrants are used. Otherwise, marks ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, and ‘5’ refer to the quadrant sets – ‘A,B,C’, ‘A,B,D’,
‘A,C,D’, ‘B,C,D’ and ‘C,D’ respectively. The column ‘Algorithm’ tells us what algorithms detected the GRB,
where ‘TN’, ‘NS’, ‘CR’ stands for the three algorithms – TopN, N-sigma, and Cut-off rate respectively while ‘C’
& ‘V’ are the two detectors – CZTI and Veto. The time in AstroSat seconds where the GRB was brightest is given
in the column ‘Peak Time’. The bin size, that was used to generate the parameters – T90, Peak Count Rate above
background, Background Rate and Total counts, is mentioned in the column ‘Bin’.

SuperID GRB Name Time Algorithm
Peak
Time Bin T90

Peak
Rate

Bkg
Rate

Total
Counts

Detected: CZTI
Analyzed: CZTI

S196531116.0 GRB160324A5 15:58:34
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 196531117.5 1 48+38

−17 120+30
−14 209.2+0.9

−1.0 1889+570
−589

S200724370.0 GRB160512A3 04:46:08
C: CR, TN
V: CR 200724382.5 1 26+6

−4 237+43
−26 336+2

−3 1854+347
−382

S204095177.0 GRB160620A 05:06:15
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 204095178.4 0.1 0.99+0.62

−0.17 1385+218
−222 447+8

−10 714+101
−103

S219728856.0 GRB161218A 3:47:34
C: CR, NS, TN
V: NS, TN 219728856.1 0.1 6+1

−1 457+190
−18 423+10

−12 1134+227
−276

S224556541.0 GRB170212A2 00:48:59
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, TN 224556540.2 0.1 4+2

−1 353+150
−39 316+8

−6 536+135
−189

S229730480.0 GRB170412B 22:01:18
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 229730479.5 1 51+7

−17 318+44
−47 425+3

−3 2589+667
−689

S230047201.0 GRB170416A4 13:59:59
C: TN
V: CR, NS, TN 230047201.2 0.1 5.9+0.2

−1.4 288+141
−26 333+8

−7 551+115
−135

S239852052.0 GRB170808C 01:34:10
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 239852052.4 0.1 4.5+0.4

−0.5 772+196
−86 422+8

−12 1106+185
−179

S250719370.0 GRB171211B 20:16:08
C: CR, TN
V: TN 250719471.5 1 135+8

−8 278+41
−37 358+2

−2 4827+697
−641

S254815405.0 GRB180128B1 06:03:23
C: CR, TN
V: NS, TN 254815407.2 0.1 5.7+0.7

−0.8 297+195
−17 466+9

−13 814+190
−200

S269585348.0 GRB180718C 04:49:06
C: CR, TN
V: None 269585341.5 1 10+6

−4 217+38
−40 363+3

−2 1024+157
−230

S271117239.0 GRB180804A 22:20:37
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 271117238.8 0.1 5.2+0.6

−0.8 695+209
−43 434+7

−8 1313+152
−142

S272640643.0 GRB180822B2 13:30:41
C: CR, TN
V: None 272640638.0 10 126+64

−110 72+11
−10 352.4+0.4

−0.7 1589+712
−705

S272942427.0 GRB180826A2 01:20:25
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 272942423.0 10 130+11

−14 119+12
−13 493.5+0.8

−1.1 6535+565
−551

S279646944.0 GRB181111A 15:42:22
C: TN
V: None 279646935.5 1 14+3

−3 192+41
−42 480+3

−3 1138+176
−210

S280064235.0 GRB181116A 11:37:13
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 280064267.5 1 74+9

−4 316+46
−35 454+2

−2 5805+590
−626

(Contd.)

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3/19248.gcn3
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D673%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn/gcn3/19594.gcn3
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3/20283.gcn3
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D1418%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2035%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D276%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2747%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D1489%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D1226%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D449%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D107%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D211%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D904%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D1739%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D880%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
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SuperID GRB Name Time Algorithm
Peak
Time Bin T90

Peak
Rate

Bkg
Rate

Total
Counts

S280166126.0 GRB181117A3 15:55:24
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 280166128.5 1 12+3

−3 133+37
−23 328+2

−3 921+208
−174

S326222331.0 GRB200503B 17:18:50
C: TN
V: None 326222323.5 1 62+11

−12 155+43
−25 155+43

−25 2372+656
−696

S337184665.0 GRB200907A3 14:24:24
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 337184664.7 .01 0.13+0.01

−0.02 4718+1176
−1079 476+16

−47 260+33
−29

Detected: Veto
Analyzed: CZTI

S185452630.0 GRB151117A 10:37:08
C: None
V: CR, TN 185452622.8 0.1 5+2

−1 267+168
−9 383+5

−8 493+150
−155

S190192926.0 GRB160111A 07:22:04
C: None
V: TN 190192925.5 .01 903+186

−170 431+8
−10 126+84

−88

S222932540.0 GRB170124A4 05:42:18
C: None
V: CR, TN 222932533.6 0.1 10.3+0.5

−1.2 264+160
−17 328+6

−6 897+187
−154

S241696600.0 GRB170829B2 09:56:38
C: None
V: TN 241696628.5 1 45+4

−3 182+35
−36 352+3

−2 2320+297
−430

S250224944.0 GRB171206A1 2:55:42
C: None
V: TN 250224944.7 0.1 3+1

−1 272+170
−13 477+9

−11 297+156
−155

S254611360.0 GRB180125A3 21:22:38
C: None
V: TN 254611351.5 1 24+14

−6 95.5+51.8
−0.6 447+3

−3 1352+385
−394

S257333099.0 GRB180226A 09:24:57
C: None
V: NS, TN 257333099.3 0.1 0.78+0.57

−0.53 346+159
−50 340+8

−7 152+61
−57

S264915479.0 GRB180525A 03:37:57
C: None
V: TN 264915479.1 .01 0.16+0.02

−0.05 1128+798
−120 487+20

−41 88+27
−25

S266353140.0 GRB180610C 18:58:58
C: None
V: CR, TN 266353130.5 1 18+1

−6 122+47
−6 391+3

−2 1164+180
−185

S267371600.0 GRB180622B2 13:53:18
C: None
V: TN 267371591.5 1 27+5

−5 242+50
−38 707+3

−4 2498+457
−474

S273953547.0 GRB180906B 18:12:25
C: None
V: CR, TN 273953548.1 0.1 5.8+0.5

−1.9 250+208
−35 517+10

−12 569+183
−177

S288536007.0 GRB190222B 12:53:25
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 288536007.5 1 10.4+0.6

−2.9 214+40
−24 341+2

−3 1030+136
−145

Detected: Veto
Analyzed: Veto

S197170443.0 GRB160401A 01:34:01
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 197170442.4 1 14+14

−4 385+60
−59 952+5

−4 1626+459
−581

S207052803.0 GRB160724A 10:40:03
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 207052810.8 1 16+9

−7 980+80
−86 1560+5

−6 3098+632
−666

S224077190.0 GRB170206C 11:39:48
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 224077218.4 1 218+68

−30 1511+5
−6 2193+594

−638

S249867183.0 GRB171201 23:33:01
C: None
V: TN 249867182.8 1 798+76

−86 1555+5
−7 853+166

−185

S258277398.0 GRB180309A1 07:43:16
C: None
V: CR, TN 258277397.7 1 25+5

−8 310+60
−61 1041+3

−4 2484+389
−416

S264108750.0 GRB180515A 19:32:28
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 264108761.5 1 20+4

−2 441+71
−50 1555+5

−6 6091+528
−582

(Contd.)

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2018%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn/gcn3/27682.gcn3
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3/28378.gcn3
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D172%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3/18864.gcn3
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2830%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D767%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D25%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D345%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/notices_gbm_sub/541329904.fermi
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D1918%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2255%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2885%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D117%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2721%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D751%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D1829%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3/20639.gcn3
https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/notices_gbm_sub/533863531.fermi
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2260%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2861%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
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SuperID GRB Name Time Algorithm
Peak
Time Bin T90

Peak
Rate

Bkg
Rate

Total
Counts

S267468139.0 GRB180623A 16:42:17
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 267468140.9 1 64+2

−4 518+70
−48 1163+4

−4 6986+773
−1088

S278544286.0 GRB181029A 21:24:44
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 278544285.6 1 10+1

−5 392+66
−70 1309+5

−5 1286+278
−307

S280573750.0 GRB181122A2 09:09:08
C: None
V: CR, TN 280573745.5 1 44+3

−13 237+60
−45 1113+4

−5 2634+566
−623

S289607820.0 GRB190306B 22:36:58
C: None
V: CR, TN 289607814.3 1 199+89

−2 1563+6
−7 3597+1454

−1499

Table 4: The table contains the calculated parameters for all ‘Discovered GRBs’, which are all GRBs that have not
been reported by any instrument before. The table is also divided into three parts classified by what detector was
used to detect (‘Detected’) and compute the parameters (‘Analysed’) given in the table. The column ‘SuperID’
gives the name of the superevent identified by the pipeline. Several of these entries in the ‘GRB Name’ column
have a mark against their names that tells what quadrants were used for calculating all other parameters for that
GRB. If there is no mark, then all four quadrants are used. Otherwise, marks ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, and ‘5’ refer to
the quadrant sets – ‘A,B,C’, ‘A,B,D’, ‘A,C,D’, ‘B,C,D’ and ‘C,D’ respectively. The column ‘Algorithm’ tells us
what algorithms detected the GRB, where ‘TN’, ‘NS’, ‘CR’ stands for the three algorithms – TopN, N-sigma, and
Cut-off rate respectively whereas ‘C’ & ‘V’ are the two detectors – CZTI and Veto. The time in AstroSat seconds
where the GRB was brightest is given in the column ‘Peak Time’. The bin size, that was used to generate the
parameters – T90, Peak Count Rate above background, Background Rate and Total counts, is mentioned in the
column ‘Bin’.

SuperID GRB Name Time Algorithm
Peak
Time Bin T90

Peak
Rate

Bkg
Rate

Total
Counts

Detected: CZTI
Analyzed: CZTI

S184303433.0 GRB151104A 3:23:51
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 184303438.5 1 68+2

−4 911+62
−43 474+3

−4 28049+744
−827

S184512194.0 GRB151106A3 13:23:12
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 184512190.5 1 39.4+0.8

−25.5 203+39
−25 319+2

−3 1596+285
−292

S195263948.0 GRB160309A5 23:59:06
C: CR, TN
V: None 195263943.0 10 67+27

−16 62+8
−9 211.3+0.4

−0.6 2034+521
−618

S197184964.0 GRB160401C1 05:36:02
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 197184965.2 0.1 3.1+0.9

−1.0 588+189
−20 386+10

−10 1090+152
−180

S199212123.0 GRB160424B 16:42:01
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 199212122.5 1 43.6+0.7

−2.2 691+54
−62 554+4

−3 4093+342
−511

S199449121.0 GRB160427A 10:31:59
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 199449124.5 1 34+3

−12 375+46
−50 476+4

−3 2669+317
−372

S203963626.0 GRB160618A 16:33:44
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 203963626.6 .01 0.27+0.01

−0.01 4918+1328
−366 444+17

−48 877+61
−61

S215358438.0 GRB161028A 13:47:16
C: CR, TN
V: None 215358429.5 1 25.7+0.6

−0.3 284+44
−36 434+3

−4 1883+267
−271

S218385140.0 GRB161202C4 14:32:27
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 218385206.5 1 146+1

−4 131+35
−20 326+2

−2 3346+767
−848

S226302000.0 GRB170304B 05:39:58
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 226302047.5 1 41+2

−3 5091+120
−126 486+2

−2 23464+495
−511

(Contd.)

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn/gcn3/22828.gcn3
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D835%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D2257%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/W3Browse/w3hdprods.pl?files=P&Target=heasarc%5Ffermigbrst%7C%7C%7C%5F%5Frow%3D1450%7C%7C&Coordinates=Equatorial&Equinox=2000
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SuperID GRB Name Time Algorithm
Peak
Time Bin T90

Peak
Rate

Bkg
Rate

Total
Counts

S232990228.0 GRB170520B 15:30:26
C: CR
V: CR, NS, TN 232990228.1 0.1 2.3+0.8

−0.5 506+176
−61 490+11

−10 551+101
−162

S239432831.0 GRB170803F 05:07:09
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 239432833.4 0.1 6.0+0.3

−0.4 344+172
−68 452+8

−13 1494+209
−227

S242255598.0 GRB170904B 21:13:16
C: CR, NS, TN
V: NS, TN 242255598.6 0.1 3.4+0.4

−0.5 966+208
−175 553+10

−12 1424+199
−160

S247846852.0 GRB171108C3 14:20:50
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 247846851.7 0.1 0.88+0.48

−0.26 915+183
−143 374+6

−9 326+69
−63

S253483949.0 GRB180112B 20:12:27
C: TN
V: CR, TN 253483948.3 0.1 9+2

−3 335+178
−3 409+5

−6 794+210
−159

S257929386.0 GRB180305B 07:03:04
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 257929428.5 1 32+2

−5 769+56
−59 436+2

−3 5170+374
−315

S264583245.0 GRB180521B 07:20:43
C: CR, TN
V: None 264583239.5 1 15+4

−9 167+46
−24 529+3

−3 1026+287
−289

S271507716.0 GRB180809C 10:48:34
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, TN 271507720.0 10 290+22

−52 132+13
−14 535+1

−2 8438+1314
−1464

S286741010.0 GRB190201A2 18:16:48
C: CR, TN
V: CR, TN 286741004.5 1 8.0+0.4

−2.9 136+38
−34 369+2

−4 558+122
−119

S288677154.0 GRB190224A 04:05:52
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 288677164.5 1 12.9+0.4

−0.4 843+63
−67 606+4

−5 5397+254
−261

S298744222.0 GRB190620B 16:30:20
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 298744221.9 0.1 4+2

−1 824+238
−55 549+12

−15 1504+362
−426

S299391822.0 GRB190628B3 04:23:40
C: CR, TN
V: None 299391815.5 1.0 32+15

−24 196+40
−42 405+3

−3 1177+410
−513

S310393113.0 GRB191102B1 12:18:31
C: CR, TN
V: None 310393104.5 0.1 4.2+0.8

−1.2 279+189
−25 392+7

−10 583+126
−124

S310393113.0 GRB191102A 12:18:31
C: CR, TN
V: None 310393105.0 0.1 5+9

−3 307+208
−30 513+6

−11 731+313
−420

S310630593.0 GRB191105B 06:16:31
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 310630601.8 0.1 13.2+0.4

−0.6 665+202
−77 739+7

−12 2200+340
−343

S311856067.0 GRB191119A 10:41:05
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 311856067.0 .01 0.15+0.03

−0.02 2702+1130
−230 449+18

−42 270+39
−34

S317162956.0 GRB200119B 20:49:13
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 317162955.5 1 195+52

−22 524+4
−4 1593+1232

−1522

S324009902.0 GRB200408B 2:44:59
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 324009901.5 1 217+45

−43 494+4
−4 590+731

−531

S326787080.0 GRB200510B 6:11:17
C: CR, NS, TN
V: None 326787121.8 .01 0.29+0.01

−0.01 8318+1896
−366 520+20

−50 1695+84
−75

S329736162.0 GRB200613C 09:22:40
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 329736159.5 1 11+2

−1 132+58
−3 618+4

−3 1190+208
−236

S329806842.0 GRB200613B2 09:22:40
C: CR, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 329806843.5 1 24+7

−10 104+44
−8 433+3

−3 1257+288
−306

S334929280.0 GRB200812A 11:54:37
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 334929324.5 1 10+2

−5 1677+72
−81 449+5

−3 4415+194
−224

S335340170.0 GRB200817B 06:02:48
C: CR, NS, TN
V: CR, NS, TN 335340230.5 1.0 23+10

−5 455+48
−43 490+3

−2 3847+378
−507

Detected: Veto

(Contd.)
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Analyzed: CZTI

S213125894.0 GRB161002A 17:38:12
C: None
V: CR, TN 213125894.5 .01 0.87+0.14

−0.31 991+792
−56 413+34

−41 235+116
−105

S228861170.0 GRB170402C1 20:32:48
C: None
V: CR, TN 228861062.0 10 119+68

−41 82+11
−9 360.9+0.8

−0.9 5072+1150
−1232

S242743550.0 GRB170910B 12:45:48
C: None
V: TN 242743547.1 0.1 2.6+0.2

−1.8 400+164
−94 471+9

−10 259+107
−106

S255979768.0 GRB180210C3 17:29:26
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 255979759.5 1 7+3

−1 43+45
−6 350+3

−3 110+462
−511

S267689714.0 GRB180626D 06:15:12
C: None
V: CR 267689735.5 1 23+6

−3 133+51
−10 529+3

−3 1082+314
−344

S284139623.0 GRB190102B1 15:40:21
C: None
V: TN 284139622.4 0.1 3.1+0.5

−0.6 252+154
−12 345+7

−10 309+88
−86

S285215230.0 GRB190115A2 02:27:08
C: None
V: CR, TN 285215220.5 1 19+1

−2 162+40
−24 384+2

−3 1225+187
−194

S329776004.0 GRB200613D3 20:26:42
C: None
V: NS 329776008.5 1 23+4

−10 97+35
−17 334+3

−3 925+224
−247

S329801810.0 GRB200614B4 03:36:47
C: None
V: NS, TN 329801807.5 1 38.3+0.5

−24.2 112+47
−6 396+2

−3 1306+379
−294

S337054619.0 GRB200906B 02:16:56
C: None
V: CR, NS 337054499.5 1 35+14

−9 110+45
−6 462+2

−2 2033+690
−564

S337615721.0 GRB200912A 14:08:38
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 337615720.8 0.1 2.6+0.0

−1.3 415+169
−56 497+9

−10 396+83
−112

Detected: Veto
Analyzed: Veto

S232918513.0 GRB170519B 19:35:11
C: None
V: CR, TN 232918512.2 1 14+6

−4 377+71
−64 1583+6

−7 2251+400
−448

S271825254.0 GRB180813A 03:00:52
C: None
V: CR, NS, TN 271825253.3 1 16+9

−7 506+72
−60 1464+5

−6 3144+434
−493

S333985240.0 GRB200801D 13:40:38
C: None
V: CR, TN 333985233.0 1 6+1

−3 283+72
−51 1687+6

−6 1198+251
−272


